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Trump Con 1.
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TRUMP is in the OVAL OFFICE behind the DESK with PENCE
to his left.
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TRUMP
You know Pence?
PENCE
Yes, I do.
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TRUMP
I keep fearing that everyone's
going to find out the truth.
PENCE
Did you have that dream again?
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TRUMP
That nightmare? Yes, but this time
me, the entire cabinet, you were
there, Pence.
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PENCE
(smirking)
Of course.
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TRUMP
My kids, all twenty one and over,
my wives, mistresses, including
Paul Ryan, in fact every bad
relative that led up to me being
born. Most of the Republican Party,
except Lincoln, he's really a
Democrat. Remind me to get rid of
that Fourteenth Amendment. We need
to bring back cheap labor again.
Let's start with all those losers
who voted for me. You know I won
the popular vote.
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PENCE
Of course, sir. We'll start with
all the ones who got a picture
taken with you. They'll be easier
to find and easier to dupe.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:
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TRUMP
That's perfect! Those types will
follow me into hell, but thankfully
they've helped me bring hell to
earth.
PENCE
Very good sir, but back to your
dream. Are you saying that all of
your business associates weren't
there this time?
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TRUMP
Oh no, they were there too, but
only the ones who helped me pull
swindles. So many, so many. Oh it
was very bad, very....bad.
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PENCE
Where were we this time, empty
bankrupt Trump Tower again?
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TRUMP
No much worse, we were all mulling
about bumping into each other, like
we were all corralled onto this big
empty field. No plants. No big
boobs, very scary.
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PENCE
What were we doing?
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TRUMP
Just bumping into each other,
plotting evil like usual, until I
was handed this big gold
beautifully embossed folder, you
know the ones, like I hold up every
time I do an Executive Fast Food
Order, and people take my picture.
Rachael has nothing on my EFFO,
trademark.
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CONTINUED:
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PENCE
Yes, very good sir. What did it say
this time?
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TRUMP
'We the People', you know the ones,
all bad hombres all of them.
Quoting the Declaration of
Independence like there will be
some kind of Revolution to get rid
of all us criminals running the
greatest show on earth. Anyway all
these bad hombres know that my tax
returns show that I'm not rich,
that I avoid paying taxes by
maintaining an extreme level of
insolvency.
(interrupted)
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PENCE
That's a big word, you may not want
to be saying that out loud?
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TRUMP
That all my 'wealth' is all tied up
in debt. That my debt actually
rivals the national debt. And that
I love debt, and my wealth is not
real, it's all fake, I'm
fake,...fake wealth, fake
President, love debt, fake wealth,
love debt, fake President, love
debt, really love debt, fake
wealth, fake wealth, fake
President, fake President...
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PENCE
(interrupting)
There, there, calm down.
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TRUMP
Am I getting excited? I'm calm. I'm
calm.
(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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TRUMP (CONT'D)
In fact that's what I've been
saying over and over while on the
golden god I recently had installed
at the White House. 'Keep Calm and
Dump, Keep Calm and Dump'. Oh I'm
just criminal. I can't stand it.
(zombie like)
Trumpidation. Trumpidation.
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PENCE
Don't worry no one will know the
truth if you just remember to keep
up the con.
TRUMP
How about keep up the quiet?
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PENCE
Oh we all know that is impossible.
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(excited)
Is that why we're all bumping into
each other like another bad zombie
movie, where I'm the star, as
usual, corralled onto the latest
test site for North Korea? Oh no I
feel the dread coming on again.
(zombie like)
Trumpidation. Trumpidation.
(more excited)
I've got to tweet that. WWW Dot
Trumpidation Dot US. It has just
the best meaning of that word
inspired by some loser who became
President.
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Pence slightly alarmed attempts to regain control of the
growing trepidation.
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PENCE
(gently)
Keep Con and Trump.
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TRUMP
Keep Calm and Dump, I mean.
(slower)
Keep Con and Trump.
(calms down)
Ah I feel better. Even though I
think I might need to visit the
little cons room again.
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PENCE
Okay, let's go over to the little
cons room and you can play with
your little tweet bird again.
TRUMP
I love my little tweets.
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Trump stands up and Pence leads him to a giant barred in
METAL CRIB (prison) like structure where Trump sits down
on some BIG PILLOWS surrounded by TOYS including big
embossed GOLDEN FOLDERS with a large GOLDEN TOILET and a
PLAIN COT under a large TOY LADEN MOBILE in the
background. Trump puts a small SQUARE of BLACK
ELECTRICAL tape between his nose and upper lip.
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TRUMP (CONT'D)
I think I'll dye my hair black.
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PENCE
Are you sure, that is less Aryan
race?

PENCE
It is Donald J, Sir.
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TRUMP
Oh I don't know. It was good enough
for my idol, and my name is Donald
H.
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TRUMP
Remind me to E double F O a change
to H for my idol.
(MORE)
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CONTINUED:
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TRUMP (CONT'D)
Adolf should have become President,
he would have gotten a lot more
done.
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Trump then picks up a colorful TOY MISSILE with the word
BOOM and a LOLLIPOP of a half eaten REPUBLICAN PARTY
SYMBOL.
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TRUMP (CONT'D)
Ooo I love these, I'm so happy to
be here. I know this is where I
belong, and.

Both Trump and Pence from behind bars.
PENCE AND TRUMP
Live From New York, It's Saturday
Night!
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